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ElectricFlow 6.5
ElectricFlow 6.5 is a feature release (FR). Feature releases make available new features more frequently than
relying on long-term support (LTS) releases (such as ElectricFlow 6.0). The features and enhancements
introduced in feature releases are typically rolled into the subsequent LTS release.

Product Description
ElectricFlow™ is an enterprise-grade DevOps Release Automation platform that simplifies provisioning, build
and release of multi-tiered applications. Our model-driven approach to managing environments and
applications allows teams to coordinate multiple pipelines and releases across hybrid infrastructure in an
efficient, predictable and auditable way.

What’s New or Modified
New Features and Functionality

l Native Rolling Deployment support for zero downtime updates to business critical applications, making it
easy to model Rolling Deployment policies.

l Environment Reservation and Calendaring for conflict management. Managing resource conflicts across
applications, releases and teams is crucial in highly distributed global enterprises. You can now reserve
environments for applications, pipelines, or releases for guaranteed resource availability.

You can also define blackout periods for environments for planned maintenance work.

The Calendar views make it easy to visualize planned work and conflicts.

l Automated Environment Discovery for faster onboarding. ElectricFlow can discover resources in existing
environments and automatically populate the resource configuration details, reducing the time to build
deployment models.

l You can run Resource discovery using middleware plugins, on existing resources and
environments.

Supported out-of-the-box by EC-WebSphere.

l You can use the discovered resource configurations to accelerate process authoring and
deployment automation.

For details, see the “Auto-Discovery” section in the “Deployment Automation” chapter of the ElectricFlow
6.5 User Guide.

l The full-stack dependency view helps to visualize and manage dependencies. In distributed
environments, different teams can be responsible for authoring applications and managing the
infrastructure, and managing dependencies across the stack is crucial.

The full-stack dependency view shows a mapping between application tiers and environment to ensure
that infrastructure capabilities can support the minimum application requirements.
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l Nested LDAP Groups support

To use this feature, you must enable the following options.

l LDAP (includes Active Directory) group hierarchy for access control. (NMB-7558 and NMB-
23622)

When the Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy option is enabled for the directory
provider and access control is set up for an LDAP group in ElectricFlow, the users belonging
to any nested groups in LDAP will automatically inherit the access control rules defined for
the parent groups. This option is disabled by default.

l Allow users from nested LDAP groups to complete or approve manual tasks. (NMB-23743)

If the Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy and Include Nested Group Users as
Approvers options are enabled for the directory provider, users in nested LDAP groups are
allowed to complete or approve a manual task in a pipeline stage or gate when a parent
LDAP group is an assignee or an approver for the task. The Include Nested Group Users as
Approvers option is disabled by default.

l Include users from nested LDAP groups when sending notifications to a parent LDAP group.
(NMB-23742)

If the Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy and Include Nested Group Users in
Notifications options are enabled for the directory provider, users in nested LDAP groups
will be included when sending notifications to a parent LDAP group. The Include Nested
Group Users in Notifications option is disabled by default.

For details, see the “Authenticating Users for LDAP and Active Directory” section and the "LDAP Group
Hierarchy" section in the "Automation Platform" chapter of the ElectricFlow 6.5 User Guide.

l Searching and filtering enhancements

l You can search for projects, jobs, artifacts, artifact versions, or workflows directly from the
object page without having to navigate to the Search tab in the platform UI. (NMB-9356 and
NMB-23679)

Some of the search panel features are:

l Quick search: You can enter text in the text box and click OK to run a quick search.

l Search criteria: You can enter criteria to filter the results by specific attributes or
properties on the selected object, and click OK to run the search.

l Saved searches: Save a search as a named saved search for later use.

l The page size or number of records per page drop-down options, which are displayed at the
bottom of the Search result page, as well as on the object pages, can now be configured
through a server property ec_ui/pageSizeOptions. The out-of-the-box values for this
property are 10,20,50,100,250, and 500. (NMB-23937)

For details, see the “Searching and Filtering” section in the ElectricFlow 6.5 User Guide

l Export DSL files for Deploy and Release objects in one click.

l Support for the preconditions (Wait until) and run conditions (Run if) for Pipeline objects (stages, gates,
and tasks) to control the process flow. (CEV-10892)
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Resolved Issues
l Artifacts can now be retrieved through the UI if it contains a file with spaces in the file name. (NMB-

23855)

l Added a security fix for Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) Protection. (NMB-23849)

l Parameters can now be passed to ec-groovy. (NMB-23829)

l Classpath can now be configured with ec-groovy using -cp or –classpath. (NMB-23472)

l The Diagnostics subtab of the Job Details page now correctly displays the diagnostic information when
the local workspace is used to run the job step. (NMB-23814)

l The getProjects DSL method no longer requires the Modify privilege to read properties. (NMB-23803)

l Artifact retrieval now works for artifacts larger than 2 GB. (NMB-23774)

l After an agent or server is installed, passwords used to run the Windows service will be removed from
the temporary installation files. (NMB-23734)

l In the Electric Flow UI and in the platform Home page, the Change History links and other clickable
objects are now underlined or change color when clicking or mousing over them. (NMB-23386 and
NMB-23384)

l The artifact repository server now has a current certificate. (NMB-23003)

l The libraries have been upgraded to Apache 2.2.31 and PHP 5.6.21 to fix security vulnerabilities. (NMB-
22815)

l During a database upgrade, a custom URL (COMMANDER_CUSTOM_DB_URL in database.properties)
can be specified for a specific Oracle database, such as a URL for a tnsnames.ora file through the
JDBC API. (NMB-22798)

l Artifacts can have names with double-byte character set (DBCS). (NMB-22680)

l The result of sorting the schedules now stays in the Schedules tab on the Project Details page. (NMB-
22364)

l An agent will not time out when executing a long running evalDsl or any other server API call. (NMB-
21832)

l The Job Details page no longer displays the "HTTP error 500" error when dynamic jobs are running.
(NMB-19946)

l Performance on the Cloud > Resources page has been improved. (NMB-16485)

l After canceling the Search results on the Jobs page, the default Jobs page is now displayed instead of
the previous Search results or an error message. (NMB-5922)

l Property substitution now works in email notifiers. (CEV-11885)

l Active directory users can now be selected as assignees in manual tasks and manual steps. These
assignees, specified at runtime, can receive email notifications and perform the manual task or step.
(CEV-11843)

l Rollback now works when the last successful process runs as done using a snapshot. (CEV-11808)

l Fixed the issue where clicking on the circle of progress did not navigate the user of the running pipeline
when the stage name contained a "/" character. (CEV-11606)

l The job summary for a pipeline now renders correctly when the pipeline has an error. (CEV-11425)
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l You can now edit the name of a pipeline and its related objects to have a different case. (CEV-11409)

l The link in the notification sent out for manual task in a pipeline stage is now clickable and can be used
to navigate to the stage even if the stage name contains a "/" character. (CEV-11404)

l Rollback now works when the rollback version contains steps that ran with a warning outcome. (CEV-
11383)

l The Job Details page no longer renders slowly in Microsoft Internet Explorer 11. (CEV-11361)

l The reference /myEnvironmentTier/environmentTierName now works when an application
mapped to an environment belonging to a different project is deployed. (CEV-11320)

l ACL operations now work in a DSL script. (CEV-11272)

l The environment inventory record for a disabled resource is not updated if it has the same component
version deployed. (CEV-11262)

l The Chef configuration parameters are now displayed when Chef is selected in the Resource Template
Details dialog box in the UI. (CEV-11183)

l After scheduling an application deployment, the message shows both the date and time that the
application will be deployed. (CEV-11150)

l In the dialog box to define a stage task, the field to select a snapshot has been renamed from Select a
Snapshot to Select Snapshot. (CEV-10549)

l The text alignment in the Deploy UI fields is now consistent. (CEV-9747)

Release Notes for Previous ElectricFlow 6.0 Versions
l ElectricFlow 6.0 Release Notes

l ElectricFlow 6.1 Release Notes

l ElectricFlow 6.2 Release Notes

l ElectricFlow 6.3 Release Notes

l ElectricFlow 6.4 Release Notes

All ElectricFlow documentation is available on the Electric Cloud Documentation website.

Installation and Upgrade Notes
IMPORTANT: Product Name Change and Deprecation Notice

To bring a singular focus to the ElectricFlow brand moving forward, the name “ElectricCommander” is being
changed to “ElectricFlow”. All of the capabilities you are familiar within ElectricCommander are still available
and intact. All changes (involving the new name) are being introduced in a way that ensures backward
compatibility. The scripts you've written and URL/shortcuts you currently have should work without any
changes required. We’ve posted an FAQ to help answer questions you may have concerning this name
change.

The installation documentation refers to the installer using the new ElectricFlow product name. Anywhere the
installer is referenced you can also use the ElectricCommander named installer. However, be aware that we
intend to stop providing the installer with "ElectricCommander" in the filename after this version.

http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/6_0/HTML5/ReleaseNotes/FlowReleaseNotesHTML.htm
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/6_1/RN/HTML/FlowReleaseNotesHTML.htm
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/6_2/RN/HTML/FlowReleaseNotesHTML.htm
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/6_3/RN/HTML/FlowReleaseNotesHTML.htm
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/6_4/RN/HTML/FlowReleaseNotesHTML.htm
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html
https://electriccloud.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/205525055
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l For complete installation and upgrade information, see the ElectricFlow Installation Guide at
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html.

New capabilities like Release and Pipelines are part of a separately licensed ElectricFlow Release
module.

l In DATA_DIR/conf/wrapper.conf, change the default prefix for StatsD as follows (NMB-22835):

from

wrapper.java.additional.802=-DCOMMANDER_STATSD_PREFIX=commander

to

wrapper.java.additional.802=-DCOMMANDER_STATSD_PREFIX=flow

l In the Oracle database, set the OPEN_CURSORS parameter to at least 1000 to prevent ElectricFlow
from running out of open cursors.

IMPORTANT: Before beginning the upgrade process, make sure you have backed up your existing
ElectricFlow data.

Upgrading Your Existing ElectricFlow Environment
l Upgrades to ElectricFlow 6.x are supported only from ElectricCommander 4.2.x or from ElectricFlow 5.x.

Any ElectricCommander systems and servers that are pre-Commander 4.2 must be upgraded to an
ElectricCommander 4.2.x release. For upgrade instructions, see the ElectricFlow Installation Guide.

l Upgrading to ElectricFlow 6.x from ElectricCommander 4.2.x requires a database upgrade.

l You cannot upgrade the ElectricCommander 4.2.x built-in database to an ElectricFlow 6.x database. If
you want to continue using the built-in database in ElectricFlow 6.x, follow the database upgrade
procedures described in the ElectricFlow Installation Guide.

Behavior Changes
ElectricFlow 6.5

http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html
http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html
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l The inventory record is updated as soon as a component process is completed. (CEV-11986)

l General guidelines for a successful rollback (CEV-11972)

l Use smart deployments instead of partial deployments.

l If the last successful deployment was a partial deployment, the rollback job will
only revert components included in the partial deployment.

l If you are using partial deployments, we recommend taking a manual snapshot
(using EF-Utilities) and use it with rollback step.

l Use the $[] property reference to reference the snapshot so that it can be
dynamically set.

l Do not rename the application process.

l Use environment snapshots instead of application snapshots for reliable software deployments.

When a rollback step is executed due to a deployment failure, one of these options is invoked based on
the rollback step configuration:

l Roll back to a previous state

ElectricFlow looks for a previous successful deployment with the same process name to start
the rollback.

Once a successful deployment is found, ElectricFlow starts the rollback using the same
process and parameters from that deployment with component versions determined by the
inventory state before the failed deployment. If a successful deployment is not found, the
rollback will fail. This means the rollback step expects a successful deployment to exist to
determine where to rollback to, even when you are deploying with a snapshot.

Note: The last successful deployment could be part of a snapshot deployment or a
regular application deployment.

l Roll back to a snapshot

ElectricFlow uses a user-specified snapshot for the rollback. The last successful deployment
process and parameters that are stored as part of the environment snapshot are used to
initiate the rollback. Component versions are defined as part of the snapshot. If the user-
specified snapshot is an application snapshot, ElectricFlow looks for a successful
deployment of the process with the same name, which is the same as the first option.

For both options, a combination of component definitions and deployment runtime
parameters determine the version of the components that will be deployed.

l The default value for the timeout argument in the evalDsl API command changed from 30 seconds to
5 minutes. This argument defaults to the maxDslDuration server setting. (NMB-23910)
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l Nested LDAP Groups support

l When the directory provider is configured to Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy, the
User Details page for the external or remote user displays all the parent groups in the LDAP
or Active Directory server hierarchy in which the user’s immediate groups are members.
(NMB-23746)

l When the directory provider is configured to Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy, the
Group Details page for the external or remote group displays all the nested groups that are
members of this group's hierarchy in the LDAP or Active Directory server. (NMB-23745)

l When the directory provider is configured to Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy, you
can use the traverseHierarchy argument in the getGroup API to include nested LDAP
groups in the result. (NMB-23996)

l When the directory provider is configured to Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy, you
can use the traverseHierarchy argument in the getUser API to include parent LDAP
groups in the result. (NMB-23996)

l Search page layout improvements (NMB-23678)

l The Records per page input field on the Search page has been removed. The user selection
for the records per page drop-down field on the Search Results page will control the number
of records displayed per page.

l The Number of Results input field on the Search page has been removed. The maximum
number of search results that will be returned on the Search Results page is now controlled
by the server property ec_ui/maxIds/default. The out-of-the box default for this property
is 1000. This default can be overridden for a specific object type as has been done for jobs.
The maximum number of jobs to display is now controlled using the server property ec_
ui/maxIds/job that is set to 500 out-of-the box.

l If the number of objects that meet the search criteria exceed the maximum number of objects
that can be returned, the object count will be displayed with a ‘+’ on the Search result page
and the object list pages. An example is (1000+ Results). You can use this visual cue to add
additional filters to narrow down the search result.

l Cloud > Resources UI Changes

l The maximum number of search results that will be returned on the Search Results page is
now controlled by the server property ec_ui/maxIds/default. The out-of-the box default
for this property is 1000.

l If the number of objects that meet the search criteria exceed the maximum number of objects
that can be returned, the object count will be displayed with a ‘+’ on the Search result page
and the object list pages. An example is (1000+ Results). You can use this visual cue to add
additional filters to narrow down the search result.

l Sorting resources by resource pool will not be supported. (NMB-23759)

ElectricFlow 6.4

l The pipeline stage summary now displays a message when a manual process step is rejected. (CEV-
11221)

l Email notifications are sent and ACLs are enforced on a manual process step when the assignee is a
global property with an active directory user name as its value. (CEV-11210)
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l The getProcessDependencies response now includes the sourceProcessStepName and
targetProcessStepName. (CEV-11195)

l For ACL operations in a step in a DSL script (CEV-11168):

l objectType is now a required argument for the aclEntry DSL method.

l objectType is now an optional argument for the breakAclInheritance, checkAccess,
createAclEntry, deleteAclEntry, getAccess, getAclEntry, modifyAclEntry, and
restoreAclInheritance API commands.

l For instructions on how to create or update access control for an object, go to the
"Troubleshooting and FAQs" section in the "Using the ElectricFlow DSL" chapter of the
ElectricFlow 6.4 API Guide or in the Using the ElectricFlow DSL > Troubleshooting and
FAQ topic in the embedded platform Help.

ElectricFlow 6.3

l Use the waitForFlowRuntime API command to make the system wait until the pipeline is completed or
the timeout expires before process flow resumes. (CEV-10504)

l The service.log file produced by the Java Service Wrapper has been renamed to start with a prefix
for the name of the component that the service is running,such as commander-service.log,
repository-service.log, or jagent-service.log. (NMB-23201)

ElectricFlow 6.2

l When resources in resource pool are disabled, the system skips these resources and treats them as if
they do not exist during an application deployment. The skipped resources are identified as compliance
issues in the environment inventory. (CEV-9659)

ElectricFlow 6.1

l When naming processes, do not including slashes (/) in the name. (CEV-9265)

ElectricFlow 6.0.4

l The service.log file produced by the Java Service Wrapper has been renamed to start with a prefix
for the name of the component that the service is running,such as commander-service.log,
repository-service.log, or jagent-service.log. (NMB-23201)

ElectricFlow 6.0.2

l When resources in resource pool are disabled, the system skips these resources and treats them as if
they do not exist during an application deployment. The skipped resources are identified as compliance
issues in the environment inventory. (CEV-9659)

ElectricFlow 6.0.1

l Use the reducedDetailChangeHistory argument in the export API call when exporting a project
with Change Tracking enabled but not allow changes to be tracked when ElectricFlow exports part or all
server data to an XML file. Follow these usage guidelines (CEV-7785):

l The argument is a Boolean argument: <Boolean flag - 0|1|true|false>.

l Use this argument for large projects containing over 20,000 audited objects with Change
Tracking enabled.

http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/6_4/API/HTML/APIflowHTML.htm
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l When this argument is set to true or 1, ElectricFlow automatically decreases the amount of
Change History indexing information that it saves in a large project, reducing the level of
detail for Change Tracking-intensive operations in the Change History. This can make it
harder to revert an object to a specific state and to find information in the Change History
when you are troubleshooting or debugging an issue.

l Set this argument to false or 0 to suppress to this behavior so that ElectricFlow does not
change the amount of indexing information for a large project. This will cause the operation to
take longer and put more load on the database, but the Change History will have the full
details of the entities owned by objects in the project.

ElectricFlow 6.0

l Use the following API calls to attach a parameter to a procedure step, application process step, or
workflow state (CEV-8408): 

To attach a parameter to a procedure step, use an API call such as:

ectool attachParameter testParam paramProcedure myStep credparam1

To attach a parameter to an application process step, use an API call such as:

ectool attachParameter --projectName default --formalParameterName credparam1
--applicationName myApp --processName echoHello --processStepName myStep

To attach a workflow state to a workflow state, use an API call such as: 

ectool attachParameter --projectName default --formalParameterName credparam1
--workflowDefinitionName myworkflow --stateDefinitionName mystate

l When you are importing a previously exported application from ElectricFlow 5.4 to ElectricFlow 6.x and
the application has parameters with options, the application process parameters that you defined in
ElectricFlow 5.4 need to be recreated. (CEV-7788)

l ElectricFlow 6.0 no longer supports these server and agent platforms (NMB-21606): 

l All 32-bit platforms for servers only

l Windows XP (32-bit and 64-bit) for servers

l Microsoft Windows 2000 for agents

l The default built-in database for ElectricFlow is now HyperSQL Database (HSQLDB). In releases earlier
than ElectricFlow 5.0, the built-in database was H2.

Configuration Notes
l When doing a full import, the import operation may hang in the following scenarios. To successfully

import to ElectricFlow 6.5, perform the appropriate workaround (CEV-11873).

l A manual process step in a process has formal parameters.

The workaround is to remove the entry related to the property sheet for the job step that is
associated with the manual process step.
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l In the exported XML file from the earlier release, two pipelines are in different projects and
both pipelines have no gate tasks. The flow associated with the pipeline is duplicated under
both projects.

The workaround is to remove the flow element under the projects.

l When you export your project data before upgrading from ElectricCommander 4.2.x to ElectricFlow 6.x,
you must replace the component plugin versions, including EC-Artifact, in the export file before importing
the project data to ElectricFlow 6.x (CEV-6679).

l You must register your plugin to display it as an option in the following situations (CEV-3649).

l When a user uses the plugin to configure a step in a component or application process.

l In a procedure in the automation platform.

For details, see the “Register your procedure for the step creation dialog” section in the “Examples and
Tutorials” chapter of the ElectricFlow Plugin Developer Guide at http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_
doc/FlowIndex.html.

Limitations
l Environment reservations

If an application does not have an active reservation but a future reservation for an environment tier
when the deployment starts, the job will fail. When there is a future environment reservation, the job will
wait for reservation period to begin.

If the environment has an active blackout when the deployment starts, the job will fail.

l When an application is cloned from one project (the original project) to another (the destination project),
the tier maps for the application will point to the environments with same names in the destination
project. If you want to deploy the application to the environments in original project, you need to create
tier maps connecting the application to those environments.

l When an assignee is added in a manual process step or stage task through the UI, the Search field
displays only the users who have actually logged into the system.

l These are the session management limitations:

l When a user logs out, the user is logged out only on the node where the logout occurred.

l When a user is deleted from the system, the user’s session is active until it expires.

l When a job ends, the user’s session is active until it expires.

Known Issues
l In the Environment Reservation UI, phase tagging is not working correctly when the same resource is

added to multiple environment tiers after the resource has been tagged for a specific phase. (CEV-
11844)

l When an application with snapshots created in ElectricFlow 6.1 or earlier is cloned and a project
containing this application is imported to ElectricFlow 6.3, the import operation fails. (CEV-11106)

http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html
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l An application deployment job will hang when a process step name is a number (for example, 1, 2, and
so on) or has a slash (/ or \) in it. (CEV-10238)

The workaround is to change the process step name to be non-numeric and to not have a slash (/ or \).

l You can use the generateDsl command to generate a DSL script for any existing object except for
application snapshots. (CEV-10127)

l If the user email address is changed in the Active Directory server or the LDAP server for an existing
external user, email notifications continue to use the old user email address. (NMB-24052)

The workaround is to delete the entry for the remote user in ElectricFlow. The next time the user entry is
retrieved from the directory server (for example, upon user login), the external user record will get
created in ElectricFlow with the updated email address.

l A job can fail when it has a malformed precondition. (NMB-23318)

l If you delete the default project and do not recreate it, ElectricFlow will no longer be available. To use it
again, you must reinstall ElectricFlow.

l Before importing an export file, you must change the plugin name, including the plugin version, in the
file.

l Change tracking

IMPORTANT: It can take a while to restart the ElectricFlow server, because new records are being
created for all the tracked objects. This may take at least as long as it would take to export or
import all the projects (a large project can take long as 10 to 40 minutes).

l You can revert changes only for high-level design objects such as applications, procedures,
procedure steps, workflow definitions, and state definitions.

l When you disable change tracking and then later re-enable it, the system performance may
be reduced during this sequence of events:

1. Change tracking is disabled at the server level.

2. Change tracking is re-enabled at the server level.

The change history for all objects, including those not in projects, is now tracked.

It can take a while to restart the ElectricFlow server, because new records are
being created for all the tracked objects. This may take at least as long as it would
take to export or import all the projects (a large project can take long as 10 to 40
minutes).

l Pages in the ElectricFlow UI may be slow to render if the application or environment has too many tiers.

Performance and Scalability Issues
l Enabling Recursively Traverse Group Hierarchy may impact the system performance when traversing

the LDAP group hierarchy, depending on the system configurations of the ElectricFlow servers, the
LDAP server, the depth of group hierarchy in the LDAP server, and the network latency between the
servers. Make sure that your directory provider can handle the additional load for supporting nested
group hierarchy traversal.
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These were the response times recorded during our performance tests with nested LDAP groups
support.

l Test Environment Details

l ElectricFlow server:

CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50GHz

RAM: size: 3011MiB

Disk: product: VBOX HARDDISK

Size: 80GiB (85GB)

l Active Directory server:

CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50GHz

RAM: size: 2GB

Operating System: Windows Server 2012 R2

l Performance data set used:

Number of users: 5040

Number of Groups: 126

Average number of users per group: 40

Average number of immediate groups per parent group: 2

Maximum depth of group hierarchy: 6

l Response times with Active Directory

Average of 1000 API calls with user and group at the fifth nested level in the Active Directory
group hierarchy.

API
ElectricFlow version 6.5 without
recursive group hierarchy
traversal

ElectricFlow version 6.5 with
recursive group hierarchy
traversal

login 1.066 seconds 1.195 seconds

getUser 1.086 seconds 1.213 seconds

getGroup 0.918 seconds 1.102 seconds
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l Response times with OpenLDAP

Average of 1000 API calls with user and group at 5th nested level in the Active Directory
group hierarchy.

API
ElectricFlow version 6.5 without
recursive group hierarchy
traversal

ElectricFlow version 6.5 with
recursive group hierarchy
traversal

login 0.744 seconds 0.753 seconds

getUser 0.705 seconds 0.714 seconds

getGroup 0.657 seconds 1.011 seconds

l For hundreds of parallel job steps, you may experience Job Scheduler performance issues at job startup
(NMB-16185).

l The amount of time needed to add a property to a job increases as the number of properties increases
(NMB-16120).

l The amount of time needed to add a step to a procedure increases as the number of steps increases
(NMB-16118).

Documentation
ElectricFlow documentation is available at http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html. Updated
documentation will be available on that page when any documents are updated post-release.

ElectricFlow has the following product documentation:

l ElectricFlow User Guide

l ElectricFlow Installation Guide

l ElectricFlow API Guide

l A complete, robust online help system. Click any Help link in the upper-right corner of each web page in
the platform UI

l ElectricFlow Release Notes

l Additional ElectricFlow documentation that accompanies the ElectricFlow release, but not necessarily
updated with each ElectricFlow release

l Plugin Developers Guide, which is used with the ElectricFlow SDK, is updated on its own
release cycle

l ElectricFlow Plugin Developer Release Notes

http://docs.electric-cloud.com/eflow_doc/FlowIndex.html
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Troubleshooting and Getting Help
Technical Support

Contact Electric Cloud technical support:

l 408.419.4300, option 2. Hours are 9 A.M.–5 P.M. PT Monday–Friday (except holidays)

l support@electric-cloud.com

You will be asked to provide the following information:

l Your name, title, company name, phone number, and email address

l Operating system and version number

l Product name and release version

l Problem description

Electric Cloud "Ask" Website
Go to http://ask.electric-cloud.com:

l Ask questions or read answers to questions from other users

l Get help with installation and configuration

l Submit feedback

Copyright © 2002–2016 Electric Cloud, Inc. All rights reserved.

Electric Cloud® believes the information in this publication is accurate as of its publication date. The information
is subject to change without notice.

THE INFORMATION IN THIS PUBLICATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS.” ELECTRIC CLOUD, INC. MAKES NO
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION IN THIS
PUBLICATION, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Use, copying, and distribution of any Electric Cloud software described in this publication requires an
applicable software license.

Trademarks

Electric Cloud, ElectricAccelerator, ElectricCommander, ElectricFlow, ElectricInsight, and Electric Make are
registered trademarks or trademarks of Electric Cloud, Incorporated.

Electric Cloud products—ElectricAccelerator, ElectricCommander, ElectricInsight, and Electric Make—are
commonly referred to by their “short names”—Accelerator, Commander, Insight, and eMake—throughout
various types of Electric Cloud product-specific documentation.

All other trademarks used herein are the property of their respective owners.
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